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Sec. 1 Vll LOCAL UfPROVEMENT
CHAPTER 223




1. In this Act,
1. "Board" means the Ontario Municipal Board;
2. "bridge" includes a viaduct, culvert, subway
embankment, and a pavement on a bridge;
3. "clerk" means the derk of the municipality and
includes any officer or person authorized or required
by the council to perform any duty that under this
Act is to be or may be performed by the clerk;
4. "constructing" and "construction" include recon·
structing and reconstruction, wholly or in part. when
the lifetime of the work has expired;
5. "corporation" means the corporation of a munici-
pality;
6. "corporation's portion of the cost" means that part
or proportion of the cost of a work that is not to
be specially assessed. hut is payable by the corpora-
tion;
7. "council" means the council of the corporation of a
municipality;
8. "county", includcs a district;
9. "curbing" includes a curbing of any matcrial in or
along a street, whether constructed in connection
with or apart from the laying down of a pavemcnt or
sidewalk, or with or without a projection for the
purpose of a gutter;
to. "engineer" includes an officer or person authorized or
rcquired by thc council to perform any duty that
under this Act is to be or may be performed by an
engineer;
11. "frontage", whcn used in referencc to a lot abutting
directly on a work, means that side or limit of thc lot
that abuts directly 011 the work;
InterpffI-
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12. "judge of the county court" means the judge Or a
junior judge of a county or district court;
13. "lifetime", as applied or applic..ble to a work, means
the lifetime of the work as estimated by the engineer
or, in case of all appeal, as finally determined by the
court of revision or the judge, as the case may be;
14. "lot" means a subdivision or a parcel of land that
by The Assessment Act is required to be separately
assessed, and "lots" means more than one lot as so
defined;
15. "municipality" includes a union of townships, a
municipality composed of more than onc township,
a township, a city, a town and a village, but not a
county;
16. "owner" and "owners" means respectively the person
or persons appearing by the last revised assessment
roll of the municipality to bc the owner or owners of
land, and, except in the case of a township, include a
tenant for years, the uncxpired term of whose ten-
ancy ir.c1uding any renewal thereof to which he is
entitled extends for not less than the period during
which the special asscssmen t for the work is to be
made, if by the terms of his tenancy he would be
liable for the payment of the special assessment for
the work, but do not include a person who is, or is
assessed as, owner where there is a tenant for years
of the land who is an owner within the meaning of
this clause;
11. "owners' portion of the cost" means that part or
portion of the cost of a work that is to be specially
assessed upon the land abutting directly on the wark
or upon land immediately benefited by the work;
18. "pavement" includes any description of pavement or
roadway;
19. "paving" includes macadamizing, planking and the
laying down or construction of any description of
pavement or roadway and the construction of a
curbing; R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 1, cis. (a·s).
20. "published" means published in a newspaper in the
municipality or, if there is no ncwspaper published
in the municip.:1.lity, in a newspaper published in an
adjaccnt or neighbouring municipality, and "publi-
cation" has a corresponding meaning; 1951, c. 48,
s. 1.
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21. "sewer" includes a common sewer and a drain and
two or more sewers connected as a system of sewers;
22. "sidewalk" includes a footway and a street crossing;
23. "specially assessed" means specially rated for or
charged with part of the cost of a work;
24. "street" includes a lane, alley, park, square, public
drive and public place, or a part of any of them;
25. "value" means the assessed value, exclusive of build-
ings, according to the last revised assessment roll of
the municipality;
26. "watermaill" includes two or more watermains Call·
neeted ill a system of waterworks and hydrants;
27. "work" means a work or service that may be under-
taken as a local improvement;
28. "work undertaken" means a work that is undertaken
as a local improvement. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 1,
cis. (u-zb).
WORKS THAT MAY DE UNDERTAKEN AS LOCAL
!l\fI'ROVE)T,IENTS
2.-(1) A work of any of the characters or descriptions ~:[~...y
hereinafter mentioned may be undertaken by the council of a ~:k';,~d~­
corporation as a local improvement: loealllll_
provel1l.enbl
(a) opening, widening, extending, grading, altering the
grade of, diverting or improving a street;
(b) opening or establishing a new street;
(c) construct,ing a bridge as part of a street;
(d) constructing, enlarging or extending a sewer, includ-
ing a sewer on each sidc or on one side only of a
street;
(e) constructing, enlarging or extending a watermain,
including a main Oll each side or Oll onc side only of
a street;
(f) paving a strect;
(g) constructing a curbing, gutter or sidewalk lU, upon
or along a street;
(h) constructing or maintaining a boulcvard whcrc a part
of a street has been set apart for the purposes of a
boulevard;
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the extension of a system of water, gas, light, heat
or power works owned by the corporation, including
all such works as may be necessary for supplying
waler, gus, light, including street lighting, heat or
power, to the owners of land, for whose benefit the
cxtension is provided;
in a township where works have been constructed
and erected for the supply of electrical power to
owners, for constructing and erecting in connection
with such works such further works, plant, appliances
and equipment as may be necessary for street
lighting;
acquiring, establishing, laying out and improving a
park or SQuare not having a greater area than two
acres, or a public drive;
constructing retaining walls, dykes, breakwaters,
groynes, cribs and other shore protection works along
the banks of rivers, streams or creeks or along the
shores of lakes;
constnlcting and erecting on petition only, on any
street or part of a street, equipment, plant and works
for the purpose of supplying electric light or power,
including standards and underground conduits and
wires, to the extent to which the cost of the same
exceeds the cost of the equipment, plant and works
that would otherwise be provided at the expense of
the corporation at large;
constructing a roadway or subway under a railway
or other roadway; .
subject to section 25, for resurfacing with asphalt or
other suitable material a pavement having a founda.
tion that in the opinion of the engineer is sufficient
therefor, whether or not the lifetime of the pavement
has expired, and, when any work undertaken under
this clause is such as might entitle it to a provincial
grant, the approval of the Department of Highways
shall be first obtained with respect to the suitability
of the foundation;
widening a pavement on a street;
constructing a retaining wall with or without a side.
walk or pavement on a street. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215,
s. 2 (1); 1957,c. 64,s. 1; 1959,c. 55, s. 1.
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(2) Nothing in this section extends or applies to a work of ~'i~:~~~~oe
ordinary repair or maintenance. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 2 (2).
3.-(1) Where the work is the construction of a pavement ~~~r~ay
or watermain, the council, before proceeding with the work, b'·k""""·, . a en ~
may construct all works necessary for surface dralOage in can· connection
. h . h d k [1 . d' witbanecbon t ercwlt an may rna e a necessary private ram pavement,
connections from the main sewer to the street line on either ~ra;:~~:ln
or both sides. and may also lay all necessary water service
pipes and stop cocks and make all necessary alterations in the
same, and, where gas works arc owned by the corporation,
the council may lay all necessary gas mains. service pipes and
stop cocks and make all necessary alterations in the same, and,
where the work is the construction of a sewer, the council may
make all necessary private branch drains and connections to
the street line on either or both sides; but the cost of a water
or gas service or stop cock and any alteration of the same
and the cost of a private branch drain and connection shall be
specially assessed only upon the particular lot to scrve which
it was constructed Or effected by an equal special rate per foot
of the frontage of such lot.
(2) Where the work is the construction of a pavement, the ~~~8;~Ue­
council may from time to time during the progress of the rgr~rc~
work, upon the written request of the owner of the lot to be
served, provide for the construction, as part of the pavement,
of an approach of such width and charactcr as the council
may determine from the boundary linc of the pavement to
the street line, so as to form an approach to a particular lot,
and the cost of such appro.."1ch shall be specially assessed upon
the particular lot so served.
(3) The works mentioned in subsection 1 shall be deemed Jt\,.b~re~?
part of the work of construction of the pavement, sewer Or construction
watermain in all respects except as to thc manner in which the
cost of them is to be specially assessed as provided by that
subsection.
(4) The amount to be assesscd against each lot in respect~be
of a private drain connection, water service pipe or gas service
pipe shall be the cost thereof from thc ccntre of the street to
the street line, whcther or not the sewcr or watcr or gas main
is laid in the ccntre of the strect, but this subsection does
not apply to private drain conncctions whcre a sewer is con-
structed on each side of a street. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 3.
4.-(1} Where a sewer, water main or gas main has been Sg~~r\>­
or is hereafter constructed, the council, by a vote of two- ~~~te
thirds of all the membcrs thereof at any gencral or special co,nllllCtlol\.8
. d k [ . f· d' wt..outmeeting, may un erta·c t lC construction 0 pnvate ram can· petition
nections, water service pipes or gas service pipes from thc
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O(OWneT
sewer, water main or gas main to the street line on either or
both sides a!i a loc,ll improvement without any petition there-
for, and the cost of each private drain connection, water
service pipe or gas service pipe shall be specially assessed upon
the particular lot for or in connection with which it is con·
structed by an equal special rate per foot of the frontage of the
lot. and the owners of the land do not have the right of peti-
tion provided for by section 12, and the provisions of subsec-
tion 4 of section 3 apply.
(2) Where a private drain connection, gas or water service
pipe has been constructed by a municipality at the request of
the owner of land and the council has not proceeded under
subsection 1, the amount due may be inserted in the collector's
roll and be collected in the same manner as taxes. R.S.O.






5. In a township, town or village in unorganized territory,
where the owners of land have constructed a work that
might have been undertaken as a local improvement, the
council, upon the petition of three-fourths in number of the
owners of the land to be immediately benefited by the acqui.
sition of the work, representing at le.lSt two-thirds of the value
of such land, may acquire the work at a price agreed upon or
~':.j~. 1960. to be determined by arbitration under The Municipal Ad,
and the purchase money may be provided by the council and
may be assessed in like manner as if the work were a work
that the council were undertaking as a local improvement,
and all the provisions of this Act apply as if the council were
underL'lking the work so acquired as a local improvement.













6.-(1) Where the work is the opening, widening or e.den·
sion of a street or the construction of a bridge, and the cost
of the work as estimated by the engineer will exceed $50,000,
any person whose land is to be specially assessed may, within
ten days after notice to him of the intention of the council to
undertake the work, give notice that he objects to the work
being undertaken upon the ground that it is a work for the
general benefit of the municipality or of a section or district
thereor, and, if such notice is given, the work shall not be
undertaken witllout the approval of the Board.
(2) If the Board, after notice to the corporation and to all
persons interested and after hearing such of them a,! request
to be heard, determines that for the reasons mentioned in
subsection 1, or either of them, it is proper to do so, the Board
may withhold its approval.
(3) If the Board determines that the cost of the work should
be borne by the corporation or by the owners of the land
Sec. 8 (I) LOCAL IMPROVEMENT Chap. 223 1287
situate within a section or district of the municipality, the
Board may make an order so declaring, and in that event the
council may, notwithstanding the provisions of this Act or of
any by-law passed under the authority of this Act, undertake
and proceed with the work at the cost of the corporation or of
the section or district thereof mentioned in the order, as the
case may be.
(4) The Board, instead of making an order under subsec- ~~t~:~d
tion 3. may direct that, if the work is undertaken, such part of ~~~rtlag
the cost of it as the Board may deem just shall be charged upon late
the lots abutting directly upon the work, in accordance with
the provisions of this Act, and that the residue of it shall be
borne by the corporation or partly by the corporation and
partly by a section or district of the municipality in such
proportions as the Board may direct, and, if the council
undertakes the work, it shall conform with the directions of
the order.
(5) The special assessment upon the lots shall not be made ~~8~\lnt8
by the Board, but by the council, in accordance with this Act. by council
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 6.
PROCEDURE FOR UNDERTAKING WORK
7.-(1) A by-law may be passed for undertaking a




(b) without petition, on the initiative of the council,
hereinafter called the initiative plan, except in the
case of a park or square or public drive mentioned
in clause 1of subsection 1 of section 2;
(c) on sanitary grounds, as mentioned in section 9; or
(d) without p,ctition in the cases mentioned in sections 4
and 8.
(2) Instead of passing separate by-laws for each work, the ~~~~K~:~d'e
council may pass one by-law in respect of several works. :'';re:: l
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 7.
8.-(1) Where the council determines and, by by-law or ~~:~~nt.a
resolution passed at any meeting by a vote of two-thirds of all ::,lt~ ...al
the members thereof, declares it is desirable that the construc- ofll'onrd
tion of a curbing, p.1.vement, sidewalk, sewer, watermain or
bridge, or the opening, widening, extending, grading, altering
the grade of, diverting or improving a street, or the widening
of a pavement, or the extension of a system of water works,
or of private drain connections or water service pipes under






















section 4, should be undertaken as a loc.,,1 improvement, the
council may with the approval of the Board pass a by-law to
undertake the work. R.S.O. 1950. c. 215, s. 8 (1); 1957, c. 64,
s.2.
(2) Where the undertaking of the work is approved by the
Board, no petition required by section 11 is necessary and the
owners do not have the right of petition provided by section 12.
(3) Where it is intended to proceed under this section, the
council shall not be deemed to proceed on the initiative plan
hut there shall be published at least once a week for two weeks
a notice of intention (Form 2) to apply to the Board for
approval of the work being undertaken and any owner may
within twenty-one days after the first publication of such
notice file with the Board his objection to the work being
undertaken.
(4) The Board may direct such further or other notice or
notices (Form 2) or otherwise, to be given by the council,
and the Board may make such order with respect to the work
as may scem proper.
(5) Thc work shall not be undertaken until the approval of
the Board to the passing of the by-law therefor has been
obtained.
(6) The notice (Form 2) when published may relate to and
include any number o( different wOrks. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215,
s. 8 (2-6).
9. \\There the council, upon the recommendation of the
Minister of Health or of the local board of health of the
municipality, determines and, by by-law passed at a regular
or special meeting of the council by votc of two-thirds of all
the members thereof, declares that the construction, enlarge-
ment or extension of n sewer or watcrmain Or of private drain
connections Or water service pipes under section 4 as a local
improvement is necessary or desirable in the public interest
on sanitary grounds, the council may undertake the work
without petition, and the owners of the land do not have the
right of petition provided for by section 12. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 9.
10.-(1) Where it is intended to proceed under section 9,
the council shall not be deemed to proceed on the initiative
plan, but, before passing the by-law for undertaking the work,
shall cause notice of its intention (Form 1) to be published,
and such notice may relate to and include any number of
different works.
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(2) Where the council proceeds with any local improve- ?obio~~I"n
ment under subsection 1, a majority of the owners represent- atructloll
iog at (cast one-half the value of the lots that arc to be specially
assessed therefor, being dissatisfied with the local improve-
ment or with the manner in which it has been undertaken,
may apply by petition to the Board for relief, and the Board
may thereupon investigate the complaint and make such
order with respect to the local improvement as may seem
proper, and, after notice to the clerk of the municipality of the
application and pending its determination by the Board, the
council shall not proceed with the local improvement work.
(3) The sufficiency of the petition shall be determined
the manner provided by section 15.
(4) The petition shall be deposited with the secretary
the Board within twenty-one days after the publication






(5) The by-law for undertaking the work shall not be passed f1::Jnf~r
until the expiry of such twenty-one days. R.S.O. 1950, y-law
c. 215, s. 10.
11. The petition for awork shall be signed by at least two- :t~n~~~~r
thirds in number of the. owners repres:nting at least onc~half ~~l~l':aon
of the value of the lots liable to be speCially assessed, provIded
that, where a petition proposes that any lot be totally exemp-
ted from special assessment under section 30, such lot and the
owner thereof shall be excluded from computation in ascertain-
ing whether the petition is sufficiently signed. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 11.
12.-(1) Where the council proceeds on the initiative ~r:~~o"~
plan, notice of the intention of the council to undertake the rn~~t'iitlv
work (Form 3) shall be given by publication of the notice and plan e
by service of it upOn the owners of the lots liable to be spe-
cially assessed, and, unless within one month after the first
publication of the notice a majority of the owners, represent-
ing at least one-half of the value of the lots that arc liable to
be specially assessed, petition the council not to proceed with
it, the work may be undertaker. as a local improvement.
(2) The notice is sufficient if it designates by a general ~ro::;rr:;:
description the work to be undertaken and the street or place
whereon or wherein, and the points betwccn which, the work
is to be done, and the number of the instalments by which
the special assessment is to be payable.
(3) The notice may relate to and illcJude any
different works. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 12 (1-3).
number of ~IGl~~~er
workS










(4) The notice may be served upon the owner,
(a) personalIy;or
(b) by leaving it at his place of business or of residence,
if within the municipality; or
(e) by mailing it addressed to the owner at his actual
place of business or of residence, if known, or at his
place of business or residence as set forth in the last
revised assessment roll of the municipality; or
(d) if the place of business and of residence of the owner
are not known, by leaving it with a grown-up person
on the lot of the owner that is liable to be specially
assessed, if there is a grown-up person residing there·
on. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 12 (4); 1959, c. 55, s. 2.
(5) If the place of business and of residence of the owner are
unknown, and there is no grown-up person residing on the
lot of the owner that is liable to be specially assessed, service
upon the owner is not requisite.
(6) Publication and service of the notice may be proved
by affidavit or statutory declaration which, before the passing
of the by-law by which the special assessment is made to
defray the cost of the work, is prima facie evidence and,
after the passing of the by-law, is conclusive evidence of the





13.-(1) Where the council has proceeded on the initiative
plan and has been prevented from undertaking a work by
reason of a petition having been presented under section 12,
the council shall not proceed on the initiative plan with regard
to the same work for a period of two years after the presenta-
tion of the petition; provided that, in a municipality in which
a by-law passed under section 69 is in force, the prohibition
contained in this section does not prevent the council from
again proceeding on the initiative plan with regard to such
work if it is of a different kind or description from or less
expensive than that originally proposed to be undertaken.
~onr::;ed by (2) Nothing in this section prevents the council from e.xer-






14. There shall be set out opposite to every signature to
the petition for or against a work a description of the lot of
which the petitioner is the owner by its number or such other
description as will enable the clerk to identify it. R.S.O.
1950,c.215,s.14.
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15.-(1) The sufficiency of a petition for or against a work ~~~~~tyl'l.
shall be determined by the clerk. and his determination shall :¥::~r.~CY
be evidenced by his certificate and when so evidenced is .011
final and conclusive.
(2) \Vhere the sufficiency of a petition has been determined ;:'~~to
by the clerk. it shall be deemed to have been and to be a beOOIl1l.ted.
sufficient petition notwithstanding that changes may be made
by the court of revision Or by the judge in the lots to be spe-
cially assessed that have the effect of increasing or reducing
the number of the lots.
(3) When it is necessary to determine the value of any lot ~l~~~nln.
and the value cannot be ascertained from the proper assess- IOtl!
ment roll by reason of the lot not having been separately
assessed. or for any other reason, the clerk shall fix and deter-
mine the value of the lot and the value thereof as so fixed and
determined shall be deemed for the purpose of this Act to
be the assessed value thereol, and his determination is final
and conclusive.
(4) Where a person who is, but docs not appear by the~=a&mo
last revised assessment roll of the municipality to be, the ~H°:'~
owner of land is a petitioner, he shall be deemed an owner if petltlo.
his ownership is proved to the satisfaction of the clerk, and,
if the person who appears by the assessment roll to be the
owner is a petitioner, his name shall be disregarded in deter-
mining the sufTlciency of the petition.
(5) Where two or more persons are jointly assessed for a ~~ ot
lot, in determining the sufficiency of a petition, oYlle~
(a) they shall be reckoned as one owner only;
(6) they shall not be entitled to petition unless a majority
of them concur and the signatures of any of them,
unless the petition is signed by the majority, shall
be disregarded in determining the sufficiency of the
petition.
(6) The clerk, for the purpose of any inquiry pending before Wltn_
him under this section, may cause witncsses to be summoned
and to be ex.."\mined upon oath, and any persoll interested in
the inquiry may, for the purpose of procuring the attcndance
of a witness, cause a subpoena to be issued out of the county
court of the county in which the municipality lies.
(7) A witness, if a resident of the municipality, is bound to~ll­
attend without payment of any fees or conduct money and,
if not a resident of the municipality, is entitled to fces and
conduct money according to the county court scale.






















(8) Where any person complains to the clerk that his sig·
nature to the petition was obtained by fraud, misrepresenta·
tion or duress, the complaint shall be investigated and deter-
mined by a judge of the county court, and the clerk shall
delay certifying until he has re<:civcd the finding or report of
the judge upon the complaint, and in determining as to the
sufficiency of the petition the clerk shall give effect to such
finding orreport. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 15.
16. A petition for or against the undertaking of a work
shall be lodged with the clerk and shall be deemed to be pie-
sented to the council when it is so lodged. RS.O. 1950,
c.215,s.16.
17. No person has the right to withdraw his name from,
and no name shall be added to, a petition after the clerk has
certified as to its sufficiency. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 17.
18. Where a by-law has been heretofore or is hereafter
passed fOr undertaking any work as a local improvement and
the council deems it inadvisable or impracticable to complete
the work, the council may, by by-law, amend such by-law
and provide for the carrying out of part only of the work
mentioned therein or fOr the substitution in whole or in part
of another kind or character of work of the same class as that
undertaken in such by-law, but all the provisions of this Act
apply to such partial work as if it had been originally under-
taken as one entire work Or to such substituted work as if it
had been the work originally undertaken, but the amending
by-law takes effect only on being approved by the Board.
R.S.O. 1950,c.215,s. 18.
19. After passing a by-law for establishing, extending,
widening or diverting a highway, and before completion of
the work, the council may apply to the Board for leave to
pass an amending by-law providing for a deviation in the
course or location of the highway as defined in the original
by-law, and the Board may make an order approving of and
validating an amending by·law accordingly on such terms and
conditions and after such hearing as it may consider proper,
and subject to the terms of the order the provisions of this
Act apply to such altered work as if it had been provided
for in the original by-law. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, 5.19.
HOW COST OF WORK TO BE BORNE
:;"'ientaae 20.-(1) Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Act, the entire cost of a work undertaken shall be specially
assessed upon the lots abutting directly on the work, according
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to the extent of their respective frontages thereon, by an equal
special rate per foot of such frolltage sufficient to defray such
cost.
(2) The following may be included in the cost of the work: ~:~~bat
Included.
(a) engineering expenses; In cost
(6) cost of advertising and service of notices;
(c) interestoD temporary loans;
(d) compensation for lands taken for the purposes of the
work or injuriously affected by it and the expenses
incurred by the corporation in connection with de-
termining such compensation j
(e) the estimated cost of the issue and sale of debentures
and any discount allowed to the purchasers of them.
(3) Where the work is the widening of a pavement on a ~r::n1~t
street, the lots on each side of the street shall be deemed to pavement
abut directly on the work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 20.
(4) Where the work is the constructing, enlarging or ex- R~::S;~:-wer
tending of a sewer or watermain, including a sewer or water- ~aj:ter­
main on each side or one side only of a street, the council may
make a reduction in the special assessment of corner lots that
would otherwise be chargeable tlleroon by deducting from the
total frontage of a corner lot liable to special assessment the
number of feet abutting on the work on the side of the lot.
1959, c. 55, s. 3.
21.-(1) Where a municipality receives a contribution in ;}~~1~11~~_
cash to be applied towards the cost of any work, the amount of ~~"from
the contribution shall be deducted from tlte total cost of the
work and the balance shall for all purposes be deemed the
actual cost of the work.
(2) If the contribution is by way of an annuity, it shall Rg~~~b:~y
be capitalized and the capitalized value shall be deducted as g~~"r~~tred
aforesaid, but the municipality shall nevertheless borrow the
full amount of the cost of the work and shall specially assess
against the owners of lots their share of the cost ascertained
after making the deduction as afore&"1id, and the balance of
the total cost shall be the corporation's portion of the cost, and
the annuity shall be applied in reduction of the anllual rate
levied to meet the corporation's portion of the cost. R.S.O.
1950, c. 215, s. 21.
(3) Notwithstanding subsections 1 and 2, where a contribu- R~~~rJ~:­
tion is to be applied towards any cxcess cost of a work caused Z,=~t
by reason of the work being constructed with a greater capa-
city than is required for the purposes of the lots abutting on

















the work, the amount of the contribution shall be applied to
reduce the corporation's portion of the cost. 1957, c. 64.
s.3.
22.-(1) Where a contractor is employed to construct a
pavement or sidewalk, and the council has required him to
guarantee that he will so construct it that it shall, for a period
not exceeding ten years, remain in good condition and suitable
for safe and comfortable travel and that he will, when re-
quired, make good any imperfections therein due to materials.
workmanship or construction, in ascertaining the cost of the
work no deduction shall be made from the sum paid to the
contractor by rcason of such guarantee having been required.
(2) In all municipalities, where such guarantee is required,
where any local improvement is undertaken by the corporation
and constructed by day labour, the corporation may assess as
part of the cost thereof a reasonable allowance to make good
any imperfection therein due to materials, workmanship or
construction during the lifetime thereof as fixed by the court
of revision, the amount of such allowance to be subject to
revision by the court of revision. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 22.
23. There shall be included in the corporation's portion of
the cost,
(a) at least one-third of the cost of a sewer having a
sectional area of more than fOUl' feet; and
(b) the entire cost of all hydrants constructed in connec-
tion with a watermain and the entire cost of all cul-
verts, catch basins and other works that are pro-
vided ror surface drainage and that are incidental
to the construction of the sewer or pavement; and
(c) so much of the cost of a work as is incurred at street
intersections. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 23.
24:.-(1) \\'here the work is the construction of a S('wer or
watermain, the council may in the by-law for undertaking the
work, passed by a vote of three-fourths of all the members,
provide that a c~rtail1 sum per foot frontage shall be specially
assessed upon the land abutting directly on the work alld that
remainder of the cost of such sewer or watermain shall be
borne by the corporation.
(2) The part of the cost to be borne by the corporation
shall not be less thall that which, under section 23, is to be
included in the corporation's portion of the cost. RS.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 24.
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25. Where the work undertaken is the resurfacing of a C:-~o':';;~~
pavement as provided by clause p of subsection 1 of section 2, ~~e~~1
the corporation shall assume and pay the special assessments 1I.88C88,rr,ent.8
h f h cd . h If' b' h ncertalnt ere or c arg agamst t cots rontlllg or a uttmg on t e CUl!ee
work until the expiration of the period within which such lots
are specially assessed for the then existing pavement. RS.O.
1950, c. 215, s. 25.
26. Where the work to be undertaken is the widening of a ~~~r~n~
pavement on a street without a petition, the by-law for under- ~taln
~aking the work shall provide that, in addition to the corpora- t'fl
tion's portion of the cost including the portions otherwise
provided for in this Act, there shall also be included in such
portion so much of the cost of the work as is incurred in the
construction or reconstruction of the pavement to a \.... idth
greater than the width of the pavement then existing on the
street. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 26 (1); 1951, c. 64, s. 4 (1).
27.-(1) Subject to subsection 3, the council of the 3~~~~
corporation of a municipality in which there is not in force a ~rc~~te&art
by-law passed under section 69 applicable to the work may, Il\dewalt or
.. pavement
by by-law passed at any general or special meetmg by a vote
of three·fourths of all the members of the council, provide that
such part as to the council seems proper of the cost of every
granolithic, stone, cement, asphalt or brick sidewalk, or of
every pavement or curbing or of works, plant, appliances and
equipment for street lighting constructed as a local improve·
ment that otherwise would be chargeable upon the land
abutting directly on the work, shall be paid by the corporation.
(2) Such by-law shall not be repealed except by vote of ~:_~::: <Jr
three-fourths of all the members of the council.
(3) The council, by by·law passed at any general or special ~ff~~f,.t1on
meeting by a vote of three-fourths of all the members of the8har~or
council and approved by the Board, may provide that the ~:me3 'Work
corporation shall assume a larger share of the cost of a certain
named work undertaken on a certain named street than is
provided in the by-law passed under subsection 1, with
reference to works of the same class, or, where no by-law has
been passed under subsection 1, that the corporation shall
assume a stated part of the owner's portion of the cost of any
certain named work of anyone of the classes set out in sub-
section 1. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 21.
28.-(1) In the case of corner lots and triangular or =eJ:~~t~r
irrcgularly-shape~lots situate at the junction or .intersection of f!ti~~~~:
streets, a reduction shall be made In the special assessment
that otherwise would be chargc...,ble thereon, sufficient, having
regard to the situation, value and superficial area of such lots

















as compared with the other lots, to adjust the assessment on a
fair and equitable basis.
(2) Where a lot is for any reason wholly or in part unfit
for building purposes, a reduction shall also be made in the
special assessment that otherwise would be chargeable
thereon sufficient to adjust its assessment as compared with
that of the lots fit for building purposes on a fair and equitable
basis.
(3) Subject to section 30, where a lot, other than a comer
lot, has two limits that abut on works and the size or nature
of the lot is such that any or all of the works are not required,
a reduction in respect of the works that are not required, so
long as they are not required. shall also be made in the special
assessment that would othenvise be chargeable thereon,
sufficient to adjust its assessment on a fair and equitable basis.
(4) The reduction shall be made by deducting from the
total frontage of the lot liable to the special assessment so
much thereof as is sufficient to make the proper reduction,
but the whole of the lot shall be charged with t1le special
assessment as so reduced.
(5) The amount of any reduction made in the assessment
of any lot under the provisions of this section is not charge·
able upon the lots liable to be specially assessed, but shall be









29.-(1) Where a local improvement is carried out and an
exemption is made of flankage of a lot which flankage later
becomes a frontage on the work that has been carried out, the
corporation may impose a special assessment of such amount
as would have been assessed against such flankagc had it been
frontage at the time of the passing of the by·law.
(2) Notice of such assessment shall be given by registered
mail addressed to the then registered owner of such flankage.
(3) Any person complaining that the amount of fiankage
in respect of which the assessment is imposed is incorrect may
do so in writing delivered to the clerk of the municipality
within ten days of the mailing of the notice under subsection
2, and the clerk of the municipality shall forthwith transmit
the same to the court of revision and give to the complainant
written notice of the time and place of the hearing of the com·
plaint posted six days prior to the date sct therefor. and the
court of revision shall consider the complaint and its decision
thereon is final and binding.
:~e~at'itle (4) Where such assessment is so imposed, it is due and pay-
able in equal annual instaJments commencing the year when
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the flankage becomes the frontage on the work, and for such
tenn of years as charges were imposed by the by-law.
(5) The annual assessments imposed or collected under this :t1o'hd In
section shall be limited to those that would fall due during the c~a~'b~
period of the currency of the debentures issued for such work P Y
and five years thereafter and, when collected, shall be credited
to the general funds of the corporation. 1959, c. 55, s. 4.
80.-(1) Where the work is the opening, widening, exten- t:r"~e~rn~
sian, grading or paving of a lane or the construction of a sewer lane
for drainage purposes in a lane, and the council is of opinion
that any lot abutting on the work is not benefited by the work,
or is not benefited thereby to the same extent as other abutting
lots, the council may, in the by-law for undertaking the work,
exempt such lot or make a reduction in the special assessment
that would otherwise be chargeable thereon by deducting
from "the total frontage of the lot liable to special assessment
so much thereof as is sufficient to make the proper reduction.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215. s. 29 (1); 19j9, c. 55, s. 5.
(2) Where such lot is exempted, the amount of the special ~~~1At
assessm~nt that would otherwise be chargeable thereon shall ~o:~~e
be specially assessed against all the other abutting lots and,
where a reduction is made, the entire cost of the work shall be
specially assessed as if it were the cost with respect to the
reduced frontage, but the whole of the lot granted the reduc-
tion shall be charged with the special assessment as so reduced.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, ,. 29 (2).
(3) None of the works mentioned in subsection 1 shall be :;:~;~
proceeded with until the by-law for undertaking the work is
approved by the Board. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 29 (3); 1957,
c. 64, s. 5.
31.-(1) Subject to subsection 2, where the work under- tt:=r:;ynt
taken is a sidewa.lk or curbing or a sewer or watermain con- ~::~"
structed on one Side of a street to serve only the lots on that
side, only the land abutting on that side of the street upon
which the work is constructed shall be specially assessed.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 215, dO (1).
(2) On petition, sufficiently signed, of the owners on both :r~=r:;111t
sides of a street praying that a sidewalk be constructed on Bldew,',',"",
·d I fth . onpB onone Sl e on y a e street and that a certalll portion not ex-
ceeding one-third of the owner's share of the cost be asS<'ssed
on the lots fronting or abutting all the other side of the street,
the council may specially assess the lands on the other side of
the street in conformity with the petition and, if a sidewalk
is thereafter constructed on the other side of the street, the
owner's portion of the cost shall be specially assessed in like
manner. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 30 (2); 1957, c. 64, s. 6.























32.-(1) \Vhcre the work is the acquisition, establishment,
laying out and improving of a park or square or the construc-
tion of a bridge or the construction of a sewer or watcrmain
of a larger cap.:"Icity than is required for tbe purpose of the
abutting land, or the opening, widening, extending, grading,
altering the grade of, diverting or improving a street or the
construction of any work mentioned in clause m or r of sub·
section 1 of section 2, and tbe council is of opinion that for any
rcason it would be inequitable to charge the cost of the work
on the land abutting directly thereon, the council may, in the
by·law for undertaking the work passed by the vote of three·
fourths of all the members, provide for the payment by the
corporation of such part of the cost as to the council may seem
just, and so much of the residue thereof as may seem just may
be specially assessed upon the land abutting directly on the
work, and so much of such residue as may seem just on such
other land as is immediately benefited by the work. R.S.O.
1950, c. 215, s. 31 (1); 1957, c. 64, s. 7.
(2) In the cases provided for by subsection 1, that part of
the cost of the work for which the abutting land is to be
specially ass~sed shall be assessed thereon in the manner
provided by section 20, and that part of the cost for which
land not abutting directly on the work is to be specially
assessed shall be assessed thereon in the manner provided by
sections 37 and 38. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 31 (2).
33. Where the land abutting directly on any work under-
taken as a local improvement is a right of way for a railway
or for the transmission of electrical power, the council may
exercise the powers conferred by subsection 1 of section 32
with respect to that part of the cost that would otherwise
be specially assessed against such right of way. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 32.
34. Where the work is the construction of a sewer and it
is necessary to construct an outlet for the sewage, and the lands
fronting or abutting on or through which the outlet is con-
structed are not benefited or served thereby, the COilt of the
outlet shall be deemed to be a part of the cost of the sewer and
shall not be specially assessed against the lands fronting or
abutting on the outlet or through which the outlet is con-
structed. R.S.O. 1950,c. 215,s. 33.
35. Where the work is the construction of a sewer that
is an outlet for sewage from lands not abutting directly upon
the work or is the installation and construction oj sewage
pumping works, force mains, siphons and other pumping
facilities necessary for a sewer or sewer system in carrying
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away sewage from lands not abutting directly upon the works,
the council may, in the by-law for undertaking the work
passed by a vote of three-fourths of all the members, provide
for the payment by the corporation of such part of the cost
of the work as to the council may seem just, and that the
residue thereof shall be specially assessed all the lands not
abutting on the work but immediately benefited thereby in
the manner provided by sections 37 and 38. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 34.
36.-(1) Where the work of acquiring, establishing, opcn- s~~\~,el;lja.
ing, widening, extending or diverting a street involves the ~'::~~nt
taking of a portion of a lot abutting on the work, or of one or
morc of a number of lots or contiguous lots owned by the
same peTSOn, the council may agree with the owner that, in
consideration of the dedication or gift of the land required to
be taken or a release of or reduction in the owner's claim for
compensation, the remainder of his lot or his remaining lots,
as the case may be, shall be charged with no part or a specified
portion or proportion only of the special assessment that
would otherwise be chargeable thereon in respect of the cost
of the work, and the special assessment roll shall be prepared
in conformity with such agreement notwithstanding anything
to the contrary in this Act.
(2) An appeallics to the court of revision and to the county Appeal
judge from the action of the council in like manner as an
appeal lies under the provisions of this Act with regard to the
cost of a work undertaken. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 35.
37. Where land not abutting directly upon a work is to be ~~ont
specially assessed, if the whole of it is equally benefited, the rah,,\IJ~;~1I
portion of the cost to be borne by such land shall be specially benen~e4 y
assessed upon the lots according to the extent of their frontage
by an equal special rate per foot of such frontage. R.S.O.
1950,c. 215,s. 36.
38. Where land not abutting directly upon a work is to be ~~~ont
specially assessed, and the whole of it is not equally benefited, rabn~t~~~
such land shall be divided into as many districts or sections as ll<J.\IaMy
h dOff 0 r be fi I d" bone t.cdt ere are I erent proportions 0 ne It so t lat a Istnct or
section shall embrace all the land that will be benefited in
the same proportion, and its proper proportion of the cost shall
be assigned to each district or section, and the portiol! of the
cost to be borne by each district or section shall be specially
assessed on the lots therein according to the extent of their
frontage by an equal special rate per foot of such frontage.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 215, s. 37.



















39.-(1) Where a by-taw has been passed providing for
the undertaking of a work and lands that are assessed. in one
block and arear arc to be specially assessed become subdivided,
the council of the corporation with the approval of the Board
may,
(a) amend the by-law for undertaking the work to
define such lands so assessed in onc block as an
area; and
(b) provide that the special assessments that would have
been assessed against such lands, including all -or
part of any assessments that would otherwise become
part of the corporation's share by reason of any new
street provided for in such subdivision,
(i) shall be assessed and levied on the rateable
property in the area, or
" 'shall be assessed and levied in whole or in part
upon the new lots fronting or abutting on the
work and that the balance, if any, shall be
assessed and levied on the rateable property in
the area. .
(2) Where a by-law is amended under subsection I, ~he
special assessment roll with respect to such area shall be
amended by entering in accordance with section 41 every lot
in the area to be specially assessed under this section. . "
(3) Section 43 applies mutatis mutandis to the special
assessments made under this section. 1959, c. 55, s. 6. .
PROCEDURE FOR MAKING SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
40.-(1) Where the owners' portion of the cost is to be
specially assessed upon the lots abutting directly on the work
by an equal special rate per foot frontage, before passing the
by-law for undertaking it, the council shall cause to be made,
(a) a report as to the lifetime of the work;
(b) a report as to the reductions, if any, which ought to
be made under section 28 in respect of any lot and
the aggregate amount of such reductions;
(G) an estimate of the cost of the work;
(d) a statement of the share or proportion of the cost
that should be borne by the land abutting directly
on the work and by the corporation respectively;
(e) a report as to the number of instalments by which
the special assessment should be made payable. ... '
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(2) .In the case of a work, part of the owners' portion of the ~b~~iII:K
cost of which may be specially assessed Oil land not abutting land
directly on the work, before passing the by-law for under-
taking the work, in addition to procuring the reports and
estimate mentioned in subsection 1, the council shall cause a
further report to be made, stating,
(a) whether it would be inequitable to charge the whole
of the owners' portion of the cost on the land abut-
ting directly on the work; and
- . (b) if inequitable to do so, what portion of the cost should
be borne by the corporation, what portion thereof
should be specially assessed upon the land abutting
directly on the work and what land not abutting
directly on the work will be immediately benefited
and should be specially assessed for any part of the
cost and the portion of the cost which should be
specially assessed upon it.
(3) Where the work is the widening of a pavement that has ~!:~lri}~or
been constructed as a local improvement and the lifetime of ;-i~:~~t
which has not expired, the unexpired portion of the lifetime
of the pavement so constructed shall be the lifetime of the
work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 38.
41. Before a special assessment is imposed, the council shall ~~~ent
cause a llpttial a~~ment roll to be made, in which shall be roll
entered,
(a) every lot to be specially assessed in respect of the
owners' portion of the cost, the name of the owner
and the number of feet of its frontage to be so
assessed ;
(b) every Jot that, but for section 62, would be exempt
from the special assessment and the number of feet
of its fron,tage;
(e) the rate per foot with which each lot is to be so
assessed ;
(d) the number of instalments by which the special as-
sessment is to be payable. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 39.
4~. The council may provide for the making of the reports, ~~~rtIJ,
stat~ments,estimat~s and special assessment roll mentioned in :t~~e~8tets,
sectIOns 40 and 41 111 such manner and by such officer of the made
corporation or person as the council may deem proper, and
may do so by a general by-law applicable to all works or to
any class or classes of them or by a by-law applicable to the
particular work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, 5.40.



























43.-(1) Before a special assessment is imposed, a sittings
of the court of revision lor the he:tring of complaints against
the proposed special assessment shall be held.
(2) Ten days notice of the time and place of the sittings
shall be given by publication, and at least fifteen days belore
the day appointed for the sittings a nOlice (Form 4) shall be
mailed to the owner of every lot that is to be specially assessed.
R.S.O.1950,c.2IS,s.41.
44. The special assessment roll shall be kept open for in-
spection at the office of the clerk (or at least len days next
before the day appointed for the sittings of the COUrt of revi-
sion. R.S.O. 1950,c. 215,s.42.
45. A statement showing under appropriate heads the
actual cost of the work, verified by the certificate of the clerk,
assessment commissioner, treasurer or deputy or assistant
treasurer of the municipality, shall be delivered to the chair·
man of the court of revision before the meeting of the court.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 43.
40.-(1) In ascertaining the actual cost of the work under
section 45 wherc, in the opinion of the engineer and assessment
commissioncr or treasurer, the cost of any unfinilihed portion
of the work and any unsettled claims for lands taken for or
injuriously affected by the work wiII not exceed in amount
25 pee cent of the total estimated cost of the work, the engineer
and assessmcnt commissioner or treasurer may estimate the
cost of such unfinished work, and the amount of all such
claims, and the amount may be included in the actual cost
to be ascertained and certified under section 45, and shall be
deemed to be the correct amount thereof subject to any order
made with reference thereto by the court of revision.
(2) If the cost of such unfinished work and unsettled claims
exceeds the amount so estimated by the engineer and assess·
ment commissioner or treasurer, the excess over the estimated
amount shall be borne by the corporation.
(3) If the cost of such unfinished work and unsettled claims
is less than the estimated cost, the balance remaining in the
hands of the municipality shall be applied pro tallto to payment
of the rates to be levied under the by-law. R.S.O. 1950,
c.215,s.44.
47.-(1) Thc court of revision has jurisdiction and power
to review the proposed special assessment and to correct the
same as to all or any of the following matters:
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(a) where the owners' portion of the cost is to be specially
assessed against the land abutting directly on the
work,
(i) the names of the owners of the lots,
(ii) the frontage or other measurements of the lots,
(iii) the amount of the reduction to be made under
section 28 in respect of any lot,
(iv) the lots which, but for section 62, would be
exempt from special assessment,
(v) the lifetime of the work,
(vi) the ratc per foot with which any lot is to be
specially assessed, and
(vii) the exemption or amount of reduction to be
made under section 30 in respect of any lot;
(b) where part of the owners' portion of the cost is to
be specially assessed on land not abutting directly on
the work, in addition to the matters mentioned in
clause a, as to the lots other than those abutting
directly on the work which are or will be immediately
benefited by it, and as to the special assessment
whieh such lots should respectively bear;
(c) in all cases as to the actual cost of the work. R.S.O.
1950, c. 215, s. 45 (1); 1957, c. 64, s. 8.
(2) The court of revision does not have jurisdiction or ~Oaft~~er
authority to review or to alter the proportions of the cost of g~0~ttlGn8
the work that the lands to be specially assessed and the
corporation are respectively to bear according to the provi·
sions of the by-law for undertaking the work. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, 5. 45 (2).
48. Notwithsta~dingsubsection 2 of section 47, the court ;~~~~~_
of revision at any time after the certification of the special ~~11I~~8
assessment roll may reduce aay special assessment for the gr0lJ88rrt>r
current year and the remaining years of the debenture debt by
reason of any gross or manifest error and the amount by which
any owner's share of the cost of a work is reduced shall be
added to the corporation's share of the cost. 1958, c. 54, s. 1.
49.-(1) Where it appears to the court of revision that ;'Iny =1011 to
lot that has not been specially assessed should be specially Cllrtnln lett!
assessed, before finally determinillR" the matter, the court shall
adjourn its sittings to a future day and sh,1l1 cause notice
(Form 4) to be given to the owner of the lot of the time and
place when the adjourned sittings will be held.













(2) The notice shall be mailed at least six days before the
time fixed for the adjourned sittings.
(3) If the court of revision determines that any such lot
ought to be specially assessed, the court has jurisdiction and
power to fix and determine the amount of the special assess·
meot thereon. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, 5. 46.
50. The clerk shall make such corrections in the special
assessment roll as are necessary to give effect to the decisions
of the court of revision, and the roll when so corrected shall
be certified by the clerk, and, when so certified, except in so
far as it may be further amended on appeal to the judge, the
assessment roll and the special assessment are valid and
binding upon all persons concerned and upon the land specially
assessed, and the work in respect of which the special assess-
ment roll has been made and certified shall be conclusively
deemed to have been lawfully undertaken and proceeded with
pursuant to and in accordance with this Act. R.S.O. 1950,




51.-(1) The councilor the owner of a lot specially assessed
may appeal to the judge of the county court from any de-
cision of the court of revision.
~,.pllcatlon (2) The provisions of The Assessment Act as to appeals to









(3) The judge has the like jurisdiction and powers as are
conferred on the court of revision by section 47, and the
provisions of section 49 apply where it appears to the judge
that any lot not specially assessed ought to be so assessed.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 48.
(4) Any further appeal lies from the decision of the judge
to the Board or the Court of Appeal in the Same manner as an
appeal from a decision of a county judge under The Assessment
Act, and the provisions of that Act with respect to an appeal
from a county judge apply mutatis mutandis. 1957, c. 64, s. 9.
naRROWING POWERS
52.-(1) The council may agree with any bank or person
for temporary advances to meet the cost of the work pending
the completion of it.
(2) The council may, when the work undertaken is com-
pleted, borrow on the credit or the corporation at large such
sums as may be necessary to rep..1.Y such advances and to
defray the cost of the work undertaken, including the cor-
poration's portion of the cost, and may issue debentures for
the sums so borrowed.
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. (3) Where the council has undertaken the construction of~=e
several sewers connected as a system of sew~rs, no sewer in d:-~~
the system shall for the purposes of subsccbons 1 and 2 be to be
• . completed
deemed to be completed until all the sewers In the system arc
completed, and there shall be added to the cost of each sewer
forming part of the system its proportionate share of the
whole of the interest upon the temporary loans made by the
corporation pending the construction of all the sewers forming
the system as if all the sewers had been constructed at the
same time.
(4) The provisions of The Municipal Act as to by-laws fortfpllootlon
creating debts apply to by-laws passed under subsection 2, ~'~4~' 2960,
except that it is not necessary,
(a) that the by·law be submitted to or receive the assent
of the electors;
(b) that any rate be imposed for the payment of the
principal of so much of the money borrowed as
represents the owners' portion of the cost or of the
interest thereon, other than the special rate per foot
frontage imposed to meet it,
and except that the debentures, save as provided by section
55, shall be payable within the lifetime of the work.
(5) The special rates imposed for the owners' portion of ~~Jlnr
the cost shall form a special fund for the payment of the~:l~~~~or
debentures issued under subsection 2 and the interest thereon reB
and shall not be applicable to or be applied for any other
purpose.
(6) If in any year the amount realized from the special Po~e~~ rate
rate imposed to provide for the owners' portion of the cost r:~et::~:r
and interest is insufficient to pay the amount falling due in rat:
such year in respect of so much of the debentures as repre~
sents the owners' portion of the cost, the council shall provide
for the deficiency In the estimates for the following year and
levy and collect the same by a general rate, but this docs
not relieve the land specially assessed from the special rate
thereon.
(7) The amount borrowed under subsection 2, in resped of r..;;:rl~~·Mt
the owners' portion of the cost, shall not be deemed to be part d~~ed art
of the existing debenture debt of the corporation within the ~rg:~J1¥ur"
meaning of the provisions of The Municipal Act limiting the e:rpo~tlon
borrowing powers of the municipality.
(8) Instead of borrowing the amount of the corporation's 36~l?o~·r_
portion of the cost of a work undertaken, the council may t':7n'Jl~~od
include the same in the estimates of the year. R.S.O. 19$0, ~tr:'a"l~
c. 215, ,. 49 (1-8).
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Appllcatlon
of RUbs. 9
(9) When the amount realized from the debentures exceeds
the amount of the cost of the work, the excess sum shall be
applied in the manner provided in subsection 2 of section 303
~~'~4~' 1960. of The Municipal Act, unless all the rates have been levied
under the by-law, in which case the excess sum shall be paid
pro tanto to the owners, at the time such payment is made, of
the land on which the ratcs were levied. 1951, c. 48, s. 2.
(10) Subsection 9 does not apply to a by-law passed"prior


























53.-(1) \Vherc two or more works have bcen constructed
and the by-laws provided for by subsection 2 of section 52
have becn passed, instcad of borrowini: the separate sums
thcrcby authorized to be borrowed and issuing debenture!
thercfor, the council by by-law, hereinafter called the con-
solidating by-law, may provide for borrowing the aggregate
of such separate sums and for issuing one series of debentures
thercfor.
(2) The consolidating by-law shall show by recitals or
otherwise in respect of what separate by-laws it is passed.
(3) It is not necessary that the consolidating by-law shall
impose any rate to provide for the payment of the debentures
issued undcr it or thc interest thereon, but the rates imposed
by the separate by-laws shall be levied, collected and applied
for that purp<»C. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. SO (1-3).
(4) A consolidating by-law passed under subsection 1 may
authorize the issue of debentures in one series notwithstanding
that some of the debentures may be for different terms of years
from the other debentures to be issued thereunder, provided
the sum to be raised in each year under the consolidating
by-law shall equal the aggregate of the sums that would have
been raised under the separate by-laws had no consolidating
by-law been passed. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 50 (4); 1959,
c. 55, s. 7.
54. Instead of passing a by-law under section 52 in respect
of each individual work, a council may pass one by-law in
respect of several local improvement works giving in such
by-law in respect of each work substantially the same informa-
tion as would be given in several by-laws respecting such
works, and may provide ill such by-law for borrowing the
aggregate cost of the several works and for issuing one series
of debentures therefor. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 51.
55.-(1) The council shall impose upon thc land liable
therefor the special assessment with which it is chargeable
in respect of the owners' portion of the cost, and the same
shall be payable ill such annual instalments as the council
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shall prescribe, but not so as to extend beyond the lifetime of
the work unless the work is of the class prescribed in clause 1
of subsection 1 of section 2, in which case the annual instal-
ments may extend over a period of 110t more than forty years.
(2) In fixing the amount of the annual instalments, a sum Intere&t
sufficient to cover the interest shall be added.
(3) The council may also, either by general by-law or by 5g~~utl.­
a by-law applicable to the particular work, prescribe the terms ~r~al
and conditions upon which persons whose lots arc specially
assessed may commute for a payment in cash the special rates
imposed thereon. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 52.
56. Any special or general rate imposed by a by-law pro- ;;;~:n~'::flal
viding for the issue of debentures to pay for the cost or part f:~reoTay be
of the cost of a work undcrtaken under this Act may be levied
by the council as soon as the by-law is passed but not later
than during the year next following the year in which such
work is completed, and no !'Iueh rate hcretofore or hcreafter
levied shall be held to be illegal by reason of the debcntures in
respect of which the rate is levied, or any of same, not having
been issued at the time of le\ying the rate. RS.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 53; 1953, e. 60, s. 1.
57. The provi!'lions of The Assessment Act as to the col- ~fPllCatlOn
lection and recovery of taxes, and the proceedings that may ~.~:p. 1000.
be taken in default of payment thereof, apply to the special
assessments and the special rates imposed for the payment of
them. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 54.
58.-(1) If the special assessment in rcspect of it has ~..ee~~~h-ed.
become confirmed under section SO, no by-law for borrowing ~ri:A~~_
money to defray the cost of the work or for imposing the bnglo~ne",
special assessment shall be quashed, set aside or adjudged to y a
be invalid by reason of its ilIeg2.lity or of any defect in it, but
the court in which any proceeding for quashing, setting aside
or declaring to be invalid the by-law is taken shall, on such
terms and conditions as to co.'>ts and otherwise as may be
deemed proper, direct the council to amend or to repeal the
by-law and, where a repealing by-law is directed, to pass a
new by-law in proper form in lieu of the repealed by-law, and
it is the duty of the council to pass such by-law or by-laws
accordingly.
(2) Every liability or obligation incurred and every c1eben- ~l~~:~,~~o
lure issued by the corporation under the authority of any such be blndln,
defective or illegal by-law is as effectual and as binding
as if the amending or new by-law directed to be p<,sscd had
been passed and was in force at the timc the liability or
obligation was incurred or thc debcnture was issued.
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~~~~~r, of lUI (3) Although no proceeding has been taken to Quash, set
~~~(>tlon aside or declare invalid the by-law, the council may of its own
PIWII~g rr motion and if required by any person to whom it has incurred
new y- lI.w any liability on the faith of the by-law shall pass such amend.
ing or new by-law as may be necessary to make effectual and
binding the liability so incurred and any debenture issued
under the authority of such by-law, and the provisions of
subsection 2 as to the effect of an amending or new by-law
apply to any by-law so passed. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 55.
REPAIR OF WORK
~~f::~~"nce 59.-(1) When a work has been completed, it shall be
:ri'edn{~~lace- kept in repair and maintained and may be renewed or replaced
works at the expense of the corporation and the corporation may by
by-law provide for the issue of debentures for such renewal or
replacement.
~:t';??~ (2) Nothing in this Act relieves the corporation from any
~'if:c\re3ot duty or obligation to keep in repair the highways under its
R.S.O. 1960. jurisdiction to which it is subject either at common law or
c.249 under The Municipal Act, or otherwise, or impair or preju.
dicially affect the rights of any person who is damnified by
reason of the failure of the corporation to discharge such duty














00.-(1) Where, at any time during the lifetime of a work
undertaken, the corporation fails to keep and maintain it in
a good and sufficient state of repair, and, after one month's
notice in writing by the owner or occupant of any lot specially
assessed requiring the corporation to do so, docs not put the
work in repair, a judge of the Supreme Court, or the judge
of the county court of the county in which the municipality
lies, upon the application of any owner or occupant of any
land so specially assessed, may make an order requiring the
corporation to put the work in repair.
(2) The judge may determine what repairs are necessary
and by his order may direct them to be made in such manner,
within such timtl and under such supervision as he may deem
proper.
(3) Where a person under whose supervision the repairs
are to be made is appointed, the judge may fix and determine
the remuneration to be paid to such person and the same shall
be paid by the corporation and payment thereof may be en-
forced in like manner and by the same process as a judgment
for the payment of money.
(4) The order has the same effect and may be enforced in
like manner as a peremptory mandamus.
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(5) If the corporation docs not comply with the order of ~::r.. may
the judge, in addition to any other remedy to which the ~~prn~~:~bY
applicant for the order may be entitled, the judge may author· and
izc the repairs to be made by the applicant and, if made by r:l~r':.~t
him, the cost thereof shall be ascertained and determined by
·the judge, and, when so ascertained and determined, payment
thereof may be enforced in like manner and by the same
process as a judgment for the payment of money.
(6) An appeal lies to the Court of Appeal from any order Appeal
made under this section. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 57.
ASSESSMENT OF LAND EXEMPT FROM TAXATION
61. Land on which a church or place of worship is erected g~J~n
or which is used in connection therewith, and the land of a ~::lf.t rrom
university, college or seminary of learning, whether vested lIable11~ be
in a trustee or otherwise, except schools maintained in whole ~':::z
or in part by a legislative grant or a school tax, are liable to
be specially assessed for local improvements, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of The Assessment Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, ~.~:p. 1960.
s.58.
62. Land exempt from taxation for local improvements ~;l.aer::: t from
under any general ?~ s~cial Act sh.all nevertheless, for all ~~~It\~ ror
purposes, except pebtlOmng for or agalOst undertaking a work, r.rovllmentll
be subject to the provisions of this Act and shall be specially u~.~
assessed; but the special assessments imposed thereon that Il&l
fall due while such land remains exempt are not collectable
from the owner thereof, but shall be paid by the corporation.
R.S.O.1950,c. 215". 59.
STREET CLEANING, ETC.
63.-(1) The council may by by·law provide that there· ~~~'::~'
after the annual cost of cleaning, clearing of snow and ice, I~ht~lf 'w
watering, oiling, s'wceping, lighting, light supplied in excess \I roo . e .
of that supplied at the expense of the corporation at large,
cutting grass and weeds and trimming trees and shrubbery
on any street, or anyone or more of such services. shall be
specially assessed upon the land abutting directly on the street
according to the frontage thereof, and the foregoing provisions
of this Act do not apply to such. services. R.S.O. 1950. c. 215,
,.60 (I).
(2) As to any of the services mentioned in subsection 1, the ~~~~,
by-law may provide that a part of the annual cost may be ~~nt~t
assessed upon the lands abutting directly on the street and
that the remainder of such cost shall be assumed by the cor·
poration at large. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 60 (2); 1951, c. 48,
s.3.




(3) Instead of naming the particular street or streets, the
by-law may apply to all the streets in a defined section or
sections of the municipality,
(4) Where the council so provides, the amount of the special
ratc imposed to defray such cost may be entered on the col-
leclor'$ roll and collected in like manner as other taxes.
Durallon
of b}··law (5) The
repealed.
by-law remains in force from
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 60 (3-5).










64.-(1) Where a highway forms the boundary between
two or more municipalities, although it lies wholly within one
or partly within two or more of them, the corporations of the
municipalities may agree,
(a) to undertake in respect of the highway or any part
of it any work or service that may be undertaken
as a local improvement under this Act;
(b) as to the council by which the work or service shall
be undertaken;
(c) a3 to whether the corporation's portion of the cost
shall be provided for by borrowing or shall be in-
cluded in the estimates of the year;
(d) as to the proportions in which the corporation's por-
tion of the cost shall be borne by such corporations
respectively.
(2) The council of the municipality that according to the
agrccment is to undertake the work or service, hereinafter
called the initiating council, has all the powers and shall per-
form all the duties in respect of it that may be exercised or
arc to be performed by the council of a municipality that
undertakes a work or service as a local improvement under this
Act, and the highway shall, for the purposes of the work or
service, be deemed to lie wholly within and to be under the
exclusive jurisdiction of the initiating council.
~oe;t~~~ (3) The clerk of the initiating council shall forthwith, after
U~~Il.;;; to bll. the passing of its by-law imposing the spccial rates to defray
c~'iik8 of t the owners' portion of the cost, deliver or transmit by regis-
~!p:M~n - tercd mail to the clerk of allY municipality in which is situate
any land upon which a special rate has been imposed a copy
of the by-law certified under his hand and the seal of the





(4) The rates rCQuired by the by-law to be levied and col-
lected in any year upon land in any municipality, other than
that by the council of which the by-law is passed, shall be
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collected by the councilor such. municipality in like manner
as if liuch rates had been imposed by that council.
(5) The corporation of each of the municiIJ<1.litics. other than ~::r"l.~nt
that by the council of which the work or service is under- ~IJ~;lllng
taken, shall pay to the last-mentioned corporation the sums
that arc to be levied and collected in that year under sub·
section 4, and such payment shall be made all demand therefor
at any time after the 14th day of December in that year, and
shall be made whether or not such rates have been collected
from the pcrsons liable to pay them.
(6) Such payment docs not relieve any land specially ~:l~ent
assessed from the sJ>lXial rate thereon, but it remains liable ~~JRnd
for the special rate until it is paid.
(7) Where the agreement provides that the corporation's ~~lrm;h~
portion of the cost shall be included in the estimates of theco;ftr~~tl<)I1'$
year, the corporation of each of the municipalities, other than rn~l\ld~ III
that by the council of which the work Of service is under- ell mil. ell
taken, shall pay to that corporation when the amount of the
corporation's portion of the cost is finally determined its share
or portion of such cost, and the amount so paid shall be pro~
vided for in the estimates for the then current year of the
council of the corporation that is to pay it.
(8) Where the agreement provides that the amount required ~~;~ra-
to defray the corporation's portion of the cost is to be bor- tlg~!;':,n IIltlt
rowed, the corporation of each of the municipalities, except !\IS8Utl <)f
that by the council of which the work or service is undertaken, e entul"Dll
shall, in each year during the currency of the debentures issued
for the money borrowed, pay to that corporation the same pro-
portion of the principal and the interest payable in that year
as under the agreement it is to bear of the corporation's por-
tion of the cost, and the amount that the by-law for borrowing
the money requires to be raised in that year shall be reduced
by the sum so paid.
(9) The corporations shall bear the cost of keeping the work ~~~I~~~:CO
in repair in the proportions in which the cost of the work is to
be borne by them. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 61.
65.-(1) Where a ravine separates the lands of adjoining ~?b~f~:IOIl
municipalities and it is deemed desirable to construct a bridge ::~r~r~.ne
connecting the lands of the municipalities, the council of mlr~cl- I'
either municipality may pass a by~law for undertaking the pc. t tllI
work of constructing the bridge or of constructing the bridge
combined with any other work that may be undertaken as a
local improvement, and the provisions of this Act apply ex-
cept that, subject to subsections 2 and 3, no p..'l.rt of the cost
of the work shall be assessed upon lands in the other Illuni~
cipality.






~ftr:eolf::: (2) Where lands that will be benefited by the work lie
:Ut~C~~~ty within the limits of any municipality other than the initiating
portloDbor municip..'\lity, the council of the initiating municipality may
ooet to e . h h -, f" - - ,- hborne by It agree Wit t e coune) 0 tIe ot ler rnUillClpa Ity as to t e
proportion of the cost of the work to be borne by the corpora-
tion of the municipality and the lands within it, and such
last-mentioned council may pass a by-law (or the issue of
debentures for the amount of such proportion, payable within
such period not exceeding twenty years as the council may
detenninc, and it is not necessary that the by-law be sub-
mitted to the vote of the electors.
(3) The council of such other municipality may proceed
under this Act for the purpose of assessing the lands within'
it, that will be benefited by the work, their proper propor-
tion of the amount that it has agreed to contribute to the cost
of the work in the same way as if the work had been under-
taken by such council and the amount to be so contributed
were the cost of the work, and the proceedings shall be in
accordance with the provisions of this Act. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 62.












66. In addition to the works authorized to be undertaken
in section 2, the council of a township or village rna)! under-
take as a local improvement the construction, renewal or
replacement of water works, the laying of mains and other
appliances to connect with any existing system of water works;
whether owned by the corporation or any other person, the
construction of sewage tre..'l.tment works, or the construction
of such works, plant, appliances and equipment as may be
necessary for street lighting. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 63.
67.-(1) The council of a township, town or village may,
in the by-law for undertaking any work as a local improve-
ment, define an area in the township, town or village and pro-
vide that the cost of the work including debenture charges and
the cost of maintenance and management of the work including
the cost of the utility supplied shaH be assessed and levied on
the rateable property in the area. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 64
(1) i 1959, c. 55, s. 8.
(2) Where the work is the construction of a watenuain,
sewer, sidewalk, curb, pavement or street lighting, the by-law
may provide that the whole or a part of the cost of the work
shall be assessed upon the lots fronting or abutting on the
work and in such case the balance of the cost including de~
benturc charges, if any, and the cost of maintenance and
management including the cost of the utility supplied shall be
assessed and levied on the rateable property in the area.
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(3) The corporation may by by-law provide for the issue Doben~~re.
of debentures for any work undertaken under this section.
(4) Where a local improvement are.. is defined under this ~~:~TIo':t
section and the by·law provides that the cost of the work shall unno<:e$&ry
be assessed and levied on the rateable property in the area, it
is not necessary to serve notice of intention to construct the
work upon the owners of lots in the area. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215. 5.64 (2-4).
68. Where a local improvement area is defined under Alteratl~n,eta., or
section 67, the area may by by-law, subject to the approval of IIrtlllll
the Board. be enlarged, reduced, altered, dissolved or amalga-
mated with any other such area and in such case the Board
shall make any necessary adjustments of the assets and liabil-
ities of the areas affected. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 65.
ADOPTION OF LOCAL IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM
69.-(1) The council of a corporation by by-law passed ~n~_11 or
with the assent of the municipal electors, in accordance with Dryement
TM Municipal Act, may provide that all works that may be ;[.~.~~1960.
undertaken as local improvements, or anyone or more classes o. 249
or descriptions of such works thereafter, or after a day named
in the by-law, shall be undertaken as local improvements and
notothenvise.
(2) The by.law may be repealed, but only by a by-law V":!1:~ of
passed with the like assent.
(3) Notwithstanding subsection I, the council of a cor- ~e~::'':':~t
poration may by by-law provide for the renewal or replace- r!k::;e-
ment of any local improvement work at the expense of the mont
. I I f h . dwor~corporation, or part y at t le expense 0 t e corporation an
partly as a local improvement, or wholly as a local improve-
ment. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 66.
MISCELLANEOUS
70. The special assessment and the special ratcs charged ~t~;;t~lnd
or chargeable upon land for or in r:spect of the C?st of any ~~e~etn~_
work undert;akcn, whether upon petition or otherwise, cxcept cumbraneell
so much of them as is in arrear and unpaid, shall not, as
between a vendor and a purchaser, or as respects a covenant
against encumbrances, or for the right to convey, or for Quiet
possession free from encumbrances, be deemed to be an en·
cumbrance upon the land upon which the special rate is
charged or chargeable. R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, s. 67.
71. Proceedings for undertaking a work begun by one ~::bow<)rk
council may be continued, and the work may be begun, can- oompletod
tinued and completed by a succccding council. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 215, s. 68.




72. The Board may approve of forms of by-laws, notices
and other proceedings to be passed, given or taken under or
in carrying out the provisions of this Act, and every by-law,
notice or other proceeding that is in substantial conformity
with the form 50 approved shall not be open to objection on
the ground that it is not in the form required by the provisions





L The council of The Corporation d the of .
Intends to construct as a local improvement (describe the work) on (or
in) . . . . ..... . .... street between (describe the #i7lls bd~cn which
tie work if to be cems/ructed) and intends to specially assess a part of the
cost upon the land abulting directly on the work (in case «her k11ld is 10
be specially assesud, add) and upon the following land that is imlllediately
bene6ted by the work (describe the land).
2. The estimated cost of the work is $ , o( which
$ is to be paid by the Corporation. The estimated
cost per (oot (rontage is $ _.. _ Th: special
assessment is to be paid in _ annual instalments.
3. A petition to the council will not avail to prevent its construction,
but a petition against the work or the manner in which it has been under-
taken may be made, pursuant to section 10 of The Locallmprf1flemeNl Ac/,
to the Ontario Municipal Board, by a majority of the owners rep:-esenting
at least one-half or the value of the lot. that are to be specially assessed
therefor.
4. A by-law for undertaking the work will be considered by the council
at a meeting thereof to be held on the day of
............ ,19 , or at a regular or special meeting thereof to be
held thereafter.
Dated ..... Clerk
(Note.-Where that part of the municipality in which the land /0 be specially
assesud 1S situate is divided 1nto districts or sections, the lorn will be
altered 10 s}ur,J! the special rate per jaol jrontage in each dis/rict or sec/i01l.)
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, Form 1.





J. The council of The Corporation of the .
of intends to construct as a local improve-
ment (dtsCN'be l/lework) on (or in) street
bet\\'een (des~ribe Ihe pqints belWl:en whi~h tJu work is 10 bt ~onstrll(ltd)
and intends to specially assess a p.ut of the cost upon the bnd aburting
directly on the work (in cast other land is 10 he spuwlly asStl.sed. add) and
upon the following land that is immediately bcnt:flted by the work (describe
1M land).
2. The estimated cost of the work is $ , of which
$ is to be paid by the Ccrporation. The estimated cost
per foot frontage is S The special assessment is
to be paid in equal annual instalments and the estimated
annual rate per foot frontage is cents.
J. Application will be made by the Corporation to the Ontario Municipal
Board for its approval of the undertakmg of the work and any owner
may within 21 days after the first publication of this notice file with the
Board his objection to the work being undertaken.
4. The Board may approve of the work being undertaken, but before
doing so it may appoint a time and place when any objections to the work.
will be considered.
Dated . Clerk
(Note.-Where il is intended 10 assess part of tlu ~ost u/JDn no,..abuUinl.
land, tJu form of noti€e is 10 be ammdtd 10 show the ~osl per j()()/ jronwl.e
and llu annltaljro"wl.e rate to be eMrl.ed against su~h lands.)




1. The council of The Corporation of the .
of ill tends to COnstruct (describe lhe WQCk) on
(or in) street between (describe the pmnts bdlWtln lOhi~h the
work is to be co,utrmltd) as a local improvement and intends to specially
assess a part of the cost upon the !:lnd abutting directly on the work (in
rose DlJu:r land is to be specialty asstlSled, add) and upon the (ollowing land
that i! immediately benefited by the work (des~ribe Iheland).
2. The e!timatecl cost of the work is S , of which
$ is to be paid by the Ccrporation, and the estilJUted cost
per foot (rontage is $ The special assessR1ent
15 to be paid in annual instalments.
3. Persons desiring to petition ag3inst undertaking the work mu!t do
soon or before the ..••.. day of .................•.......... , 19 .....
Dated . Clerk
(Note.-Where thaI (xlrl Djthe mun;a'paJity i'l fDhi€h tht' land to be spuinf1y
assessed is situate is di..,id(d inlO diSlrid' or secliolls. lhe .form wiU be
altered to shuw tJu special rule per joDljroratal.t i" each district or sectiON.)
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, Form 3.
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(Section 43 (2), 49 (1) )
Form 4
Take notice that
I. The council of The Corporation of the of ..•.........
has constructed 35 a local improvement (descriln tlse work) on (or in)
............... street between (describe the points bdulten IDhuh
IJuJ work has bl:en CQn$truded).
2. The cost of the work is S of which I .
is to be paid by the Corporation. The special rate per foot frontage i.
S... . The special assessment is to be paid
in annual instalments.
3. The estimated liretime of the work is years,
4. A court of r"Cvision will be held on the day of '.
19 ....• at o'clock at the (insert plilce of muting) for the pUrpl)l>e
of hearing complaints against the proposed assessments or the accuracy
of frontage measurements and any other complaint that pe~n8 interested
may desire to make and that is by law cognisable by the court.
(or wher~ th~ ~ourt of rernsion prlX~edS under sulion 41')
5. You are served with this notice because the court of revision is of
opinion that your lot, though not specially assessed, should be specially
assessed in respect of the owners' portion of the cost of the work and
an adjourned sittings of the court will be held on the .......•.• ' ..•...•
day of ..........•...............• 19.... ,at ..•............. o'c1ock
at the (inserl plaa oj muting) when the matter will be determined by
the court.
Dated ..•.... Clerk
(Nol~.-Whu~ lhat pari oj llu munidpal."ty in whkh tlu land to ~ S/>(ci4ll1
assessed ;s situalI; is divided inlo distri~1s or sections, the form will bI
aUered to shaw /hI; spe~ial ratI; Ptr jool jronl<Jg~ in eluh di$lrid or suii"".)
R.S.O. 1950, c. 215, Form 4-
